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T

here may be a dozen or more pharmaceutical
companies with their toes in the waters of
social media, which include blogs, YouTube
videos, Facebook pages, Twitter, etc. (see
“Pharma and Healthcare Social Media Wiki”;
http://tinyurl.com/ps4lrr). Only a few intrepid
pharma companies, however, have dived deeper.
In this article, I focus on three interesting pharma
social media initiatives: (1) Procter & Gamble's
Asacol Community for Ulcerative Colitis Patients;
(2) Novo Nordisk's Levemir-branded Race with
Insulin Twitter account; and (3) UCB's sponsored
epilepsy community on the PatientsLikeMe website. Without explicitly revealing which is which
(you can decide for yourself after), one of these, in
my opinion, is a good example of how pharma
marketers can leverage social media, one is bad,
and the other is just plain ugly. Something can be
learned from each case, good or bad.
Asacol Community for UC Patients
Procter & Gamble's (P&G’s) Asacol (mesalamine)
is a drug indicated for the treatment of ulcerative
colitis (UC), which is a form of inflammatory bowel
disease. According to P&G, UC affects 500,000 to
750,000 Americans. The “Asacol Community for
Ulcerative Colitis Patients” is part of the Asacol
product website (see http://tinyurl.com/kjgd3v). It is
one of the first Rx brand-sponsored patient communities online.
"In the Asacol Community, consumers are encouraged to provide stories or to ask questions," notes
Ellen Hoenig Carlson, founder of AdvanceMarketWorx Consultants (see "Pharma Marketers:
Think You Can't Do Moderated Chat?";
http://tinyurl.com/kketkv). "Content is carefully
moderated per the guidelines, but consumers can
rate and vote on story content and answers."
A Faux Community
The Asacol Community is similar to other efforts of
pharmaceutical marketers to build "communities"
on YouTube and FaceBook. Because of regulatory
and other constraints, they each share one thing in
common: they are faux communities that have
practically none of the characteristics of real
communities. Although Carlson calls this a "chat,"
there is no actual chatting going on. You can
submit a story and that's about it.
Here's why this is not a real community and not a
real chat:
• you cannot submit a comment in response to a
story,
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• your "vote" as to whether or not the story was
useful does not seem to be counted. No matter
how many times I voted "No" or “Yes”, the
counter still said "28 of 32 people found this
story helpful" (this could be a temporary glitch
or delay in posting votes), and
• When I submitted a story, I was notified "If your
story follows submission guidelines, it will be
posted to the site within 3 business days." That
turnaround time is not conducive to community-building.
So far, as of this writing, only 3 stories have been
submitted by visitors. When I first visited the site, I
suspected that these stories were written by P&G
or its marketing agents and not submitted by real
people. Scott Docherty, P&G External Relations,
however, assured me they were authentic. “We
hold ourselves, as well as our partners, to the highest ethical standards, and we assure you that the
patient testimonials you see on the site are from
real patients,” said Docherty in a comment submitted to Pharma Marketing Blog. “We understand
the value of enabling patients to share stories and
experiences.”
Yet, as with all patient communities, nobody knows
if you really are a real patient or even a real person
unless visitors (eg, other patients) can carry on a
conversation with you in response to the story you
posted. The Asacol UC Community does not allow
that sort of dialogue. The story submission screen
(see Figure 1, pg 3) also does not ask for any personal information—such as an e-mail address—
that can be used to collaborate that the story was
submitted by a “real patient.” Without collaboration,
it’s the old “nobody knows you’re a dog on the
Internet” conundrum.
A Dysfunctional Community
In fact, when I visited the site, it was sending
confusing messages to visitors of the community
regarding submission of email addresses. The
guidelines for story submission says "you shall not
submit any content...that includes information that
references...email addresses," among other things.
Interestingly, however, the Terms & Conditions
suggest that you can submit your email address
with a story: "By submitting your email address in
connection with your story, you agree that Asacol
and its third party service providers may use your
email address to contact you about the status of
your story and other administrative purposes."
Continues…
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Does P&G want to collect email addresses or
doesn't it?
I was totally confused by all this! Luckily, most
consumers never read guidelines or Terms and
Conditions as carefully as I do, otherwise they
would also be confused.
A More Serious Problem
Aside from all this, I noticed a peculiar problem
with the story submission process, which is apparently provided by "Bazaarvoice, a company who
provides a framework for capturing, managing,
marketing and leveraging authentic user-generated
content so that brands can capture and leverage
their customer 'word of mouth' asset.”
When you submit a story, you can click on a
"Helpful Tips" link next to the subject line. I am the
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sort of person who needs all the help he can get,
so I clicked on it. Figure 1 (below) reveals what I
found.
Although P&G's guidelines for submitting stories
expressly prohibits mentioning product names, let
alone benefits, the help message contradicted that
warning and said that you would have a better
chance of getting your story published if you "Use
the product before writing about it" and "Focus on
the product's features and be specific."
This is obviously some kind of bizaare glitch in
Bazaarvoice's software, which was obviously NOT
customized for pharmaceutical company use.
Continues…

Figure 1: Asacol Community for UC Patients. Screen shot taken on 18-Jun-2009 showing the story
submission form with a help window upon. After this problem was first reported in Pharma
Marketing Blog, P&G edited the tips. See update on pg 4.
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After this problem was first reported in Pharma
Marketing Blog, P&G edited the tips so that they
are now consistent with the site’s Terms &
Conditions. Here’s the corrected version:
“When writing a story, please follow these
guidelines:
•

•
•
•

Focus on your experience with managing
UC (diet, travel, talking to others about
your condition, etc.)
Do not discuss OTC or prescription drug
treatment
Do not mention our website or other drug
treatment options by name
All submissions are subject to the terms
set forth in our Terms of Use”
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Success Stories
Aside from these "user-generated" stories, the
Asacol site includes "Success Stories," which are
obviously well-crafted stories written by P&G or its
agents about seemingly real people. Links to these
stories appear next to the link for "Shar[ing] Your
Story," thereby giving visitors the impression that
the "success stories" were submitted by people like
them. Could be, I don't know.
But have these people been compensated by P&G
for use of their stories and images? From the
Terms I guess that there is no compensation: "For
any content that you submit, you grant Asacol a
Continues…

Figure 2: A Real UC Patient Community. This community is hosted on Healingwell.com. Ugly format,
but thousands of views and replies – in other words, a vibrant online community.
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perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, transferable
right and license to use, copy, modify, delete in its
entirety, adapt, publish, translate, create derivative
works from and/or sell and/or distribute such
content and/or incorporate such content into any
form, medium or technology throughout the world
without compensation to you."

UCB’s Sponsorship Partnership with
PatientsLikeMe
Practically every social media endeavor that drug
companies have engaged in has been a conventional one-sided “discussion”: the drug company
talks to the visitor, but the visitor never talks to the
drug company.

All these "stories," whether actually submitted by
real people or not, contribute to a feeling of community on the site, but it is a faux community at
best, primarily because it lacks dialogue (see
"Faux Social Marketing: Have Your Cake and Eat
It Too!"; http://bit.ly/FjCoj).

The necessity and difficulty of reporting adverse
events (AE’s) has been pharma’s number one
reason why it does not engage in 2-way conversations with patients online (See "Report from
CBI's eMarketing Forum: Taking on the AE Boogey
Man"; http://tinyurl.com/l96zfp). If no comments are
allowed, there is no worry about reporting adverse
events. No only does this policy disallow real
conversations bewteen pharma and patients, it
also sends a message; ie, the pharma company
does not care improving the safety of its product.

“With regard to the Community section, due to
restrictions impacting the entire pharma industry
for branded websites, we face challenges achieving the vision we have for this Asacol Community
website, said Docherty. “That said, we are committed to figuring out how to do this correctly in a
way that is valued by patients, even if we stumble
at first,” said Docherty.
Carlson agrees that improvements are needed.
“While I do not for a moment feel that the Asacol
community is the ‘Cadillac’ of social media programs,” says Carlson, “I do feel that they’ve made
a big step—and one that hopefully they will further
improve upon, evolve and refine… they’ve worked
through the potential regulatory issues and concerns to incorporate a new platform on their branded site that can begin to offer and engage ‘some’
social media and community building aspects on it.
My personal hope will be that someone will take
this platform and idea and execute it much better!”
Hopefully, by the time you read this, P&G will have
corrected the technical problems and figured out
how to overcome the regulatory hurdles that
prevent this site from fulfilling its promise of
“community.”
What a REAL UC Community Looks Like
You can find an ulcerative colitis community on the
HealingWell.com site (see Figure 2, pg. 4). This is
obviously a real, vibrant, and up-to-date community of people suffering from UC. There are
hundreds of topics being discussed and also
products by name. That, however, did not discourage Shire from advertising Lialda, its UC product,
prominently on the site. It is possible that the ROI
of Shire’s ad is much greater than that of the entire
Asacol UC Community!
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The excuse, of course, is that onerous FDA
adverse-event (AE) reporting requirements make it
impossible for drug companies to sponsor or
create truly open-ended social networking
communities, even if they are not product related.
Social media advocates have long suggested that
it is possible to handle any adverse events
reported on pharma-sponsored sites, but no drug
company was brave enough to be the first to try it - until now!
On June 16, 2009, Medical Marketing & Media
posted a story announcing that UCB would partner
with PatientsLikeMe.com to launch an epilepsyfocused patient community, and “will report
adverse events to the FDA through round-the-clock
surveillance” (see “UCB to report AEs to FDA via
community site”; http://tinyurl.com/ldc44s).
Pharmacovigilance
Biopharma company UCB and PatientsLikeMe, an
online community for people with life-changing
conditions, are creating an online, open epilepsy
community that captures real-world experiences of
people living with epilepsy in the U.S.
According to the press release, this "platform,"
which is scheduled to launch in early 2010, is
designed to collect, analyze and reflect information
received from people with epilepsy, regardless of
their diagnosis, prognosis or treatment regimen.
That information specifically INCLUDES adverse
events!
Continues…
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"PatientsLikeMe.com is working with UCB to
create a pharmacovigilance platform that will
monitor the site for adverse events," says the
MM&M article, "utilizing 'a unique patient
identifier.'” It is looking to hire a full-time
pharmacovigilance manager. Only adverse events
associated with UCB products will be reported to
FDA.
Want to be a Pharmacovigilance Manager for an
online community? Here are the responsibilities as
posted by patientslikeme:
• Implement, and eventually direct the
company’s pharmacovigilance processes,
ensuring that SOPs, policies, guidelines, and
working practices are current and reflective of
current process, procedures and
regulatory/legal obligations.
• Learn and document the SOPs of our partner
organizations and develop a portfolio of
reporting levels for PatientsLikeMe
• Ensure audit readiness in collaboration with
partners, to include:
• Support and assistance during
regulatory/key customer inspections
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Consultancy assistance with inspection
observation responses, and
• Monitoring and follow-up closure of
regulatory inspection/key customer
corrective actions
• Implement and oversee the company’s records
management program for safety data.
• Continue to upgrade our platform’s existing AE
system to ensure reports are complete with
minimal burden to our users.
• Plan and execute the expansion of the
Pharmacovigilance group including policies,
staff selection, and training.
All it takes is money and one FTE to get around
the adverse event reporting boogey man!
“Race with Insulin” Branded Twitter Account
According to Ross Fetterolf, VP Digital Strategy at
Ignite Health, June 18, 2009, was an "Historic Day"
because "diabetes patient/racecar driver Charlie
Kimball produced the first pharma branded Tweet
on his “Race with Insulin” Twitter page
(@racewithinsulin).” See Figure 3 below.
Continues…

Figure 3: The Levemir Branded
Tweet. On top is how the tweet is
displayed on the Race With Insulin
Web page. Below that is how it
looks in TweetDeck, a popular
Twitter client application.
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“Race with Insulin” was launched by Novo Nordisk to
highlight its sponsorship agreement with Charlie
Kimball, “the first American open-wheeled racing
driver with diabetes [who provides updates] called
‘tweets’ directly from his computer or mobile phone
about his race progress and diabetes manage-ment,
representing a different direction in sharing real
patient experiences” (see press release in box on
this page).
FDA Safe, But...
The branded tweet mentioned above was about
Levemir, Novo’s made-made insulin for the treatment of diabetes. As displayed within the Race with
Insulin Twitter Web page, the tweet appears to
satisfy FDA regulations because it is on the same
page that mentions the indication—diabetes—and
the side effects; ie, fair balance information.
However, most Twitter users—about 67% according
to my estimates—do not access the Twitter web
page to post or view tweets. Most use third-party
applications like Tweetie, TweetDeck, Nambu, and
Twitterfeed to view and organize tweets. Tweets can
also appear as text (SMS) messages on cell phones.
The variety of ways that Twitter can be accessed
other than through the web is why the Iranian
government was not able to block tweets from
reaching the outside world during recent protests
there.
None of these alternative Twitter access channels
includes the background information found on the
Race with Insulin Twitter web page. The bottom
image in Figure 3 shows how TweetDeck users
would see Kimball's Levemir-branded Tweet. On first
glance, this looks similar to the Google Adwords
cited by FDA in the infamous 14 letters it sent to
pharmaceutical companies back in April (see "The
14 Letters. Who at the FDA Knew What and When?";
http://bit.ly/YkDs3).
A Reminder Tweet
The difference, however, is that the TweetDeck
version of the Levemir-branded Tweet does not
include the indication—it's essentially what's called a
reminder ad, which is not required to include side
effect information because it does not mention any
benefits. The FDA does not regulate reminder ads,
and it is not likely to cite this Tweet as violative.
However, PhRMA's DTC Advertising Guiding
Principles prohibit this kind of ad on TV: "DTC
television advertising that identifies a product by
name should clearly state the health conditions for
which the medicine is approved and the major risks
associated with the medicine being advertised."
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Novo Nordisk Launches Twitter Page
with Race Car Driver Charlie Kimball
Source: Press Release

Princeton, NJ (PRWEB) July 1, 2009 -- Novo
Nordisk, a global healthcare company, announced
the official launch of its "Race with Insulin" Twitter
page. The effort is the latest development in the
company's 2009 partnership with Firestone Indy
Lights™ race car driver Charlie Kimball, who
demonstrates that with proper management,
diabetes does not have to be a roadblock.
As he travels to events across the country, the first
American open-wheeled racing driver with diabetes
will provide updates called "tweets" directly from
his computer or mobile phone about his race
progress and diabetes management, representing a
different direction in sharing real patient
experiences. Fans can read live tweets and
subscribe to receive them by visiting
www.twitter.com/racewithinsulin.
"'Race with Insulin' provides me the opportunity to
regularly reach out to my fans with real-time
updates about life as a race car driver with
diabetes," said Kimball. "When I am not traveling at
speeds of 160 miles per hour, I hope to reach as
many people living with diabetes as possible with
my own story and inspire them to take an active
role in managing their health."
Kimball also has a personal blog, YouTube Channel,
fan club on Facebook, racing Website and second
Twitter account, where he also discusses his life as
a racecar driver and type 1 diabetes. These sites
are not affiliated with Novo Nordisk, while "Race
with Insulin" is a sponsored branded Twitter page,
where he can also tweet about the insulin he uses.
Kimball, who began racing go-karts at age 9, chose
to bypass admission to Stanford University to follow
his dream to become a racecar driver. When he
was diagnosed with diabetes in 2007 he was forced
to abandon his racing program mid-season.
Remarkably in 2008, Kimball returned to the
cockpit and claimed a podium finish in his first race
back in the car. Recently he recorded his fourth top
10 finish in Iowa, continuing to prove that his high
performance life is possible with diabetes.
Kimball was first introduced to Novo Nordisk when
his physician prescribed Novo Nordisk insulins
Levemir® (insulin detemir rDNA origin injection)
and NovoLog® (insulin aspart [rDNA origin
injection) when he was diagnosed.
Continues, next page…

Continues…
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Unfortunately, like the FDA, PhRMA has not
gotten around to developing Guiding Principles for
Social Media DTC Advertising.
In a press release (see box, right)—written after I
first critiqued the tweet on Pharma Marketing Blog
(see http://tinyurl.com/m8ftr5)—Novo says “Novo
Nordisk and Charlie Kimball are committed to ensuring compliance with all laws and regulations,
including the PhRMA organization guidance on
direct to consumer advertising. Important safety
information about Levemir® and NovoLog® is
located on the left side of the "Race with Insulin"
home page. Whenever Kimball discusses either
Levemir® or NovoLog®, he will include the
prescribing information in his tweet to appropriately disclose risk information in accordance with
U.S. Food & Drug Administration regulations.”
As I noted above, there are many Twitter users
out there who access Twitter by means other than
the Web and who, therefore, will not see all the
surrounding information that Novo mentions in its
press release. As more people use Twitter and
follow more tweets, it is likely that the vast majority
of them will be using tools like TweetDeck. Therefore, pharmaceutical marketers should take this
into account when developing future branded
campaigns via Twitter. FDA may be watching!
Is It Spam?
In my Pharma Marketing Blog post, I described
the Levemir-branded Tweet as “Sleazy Twitter
Spam.” That prompted ePharma Pioneer Club
member Mark Hollander from Group 8020 to ask
“What prompted you to have such a strong, if not
vitriolic, reaction and to use the twerm ‘spam’.” He
asked that question during the Pharma Marketing
Talk podcast, “Pharma Twitter Best Practices,” which
you can listen to here: http://bit.ly/ygzjx
Aside from whether this is true spam or not, when I
signed up to follow Charlie Kimball on Race with
Insulin, I thought I was going to get some great
tweets about racing or how he deals with diabetes,
not ads about specific products. I thought I’d be
getting valuable messages “about his race progress
and diabetes management, representing a different
direction in sharing real patient experiences.” I
suppose, in retrospect, I should have expected
branded ads to be what Novo means by “diabetes
management.” However, there is a whole lot more to
diabetes management than taking Levemir!
Also, the Levemir-branded tweet, as I have pointed
out, in the eyes of most Twitter followers of Race
with Insulin, looks like a reminder ad. For me, a
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Novo Nordisk Launches Twitter Page
with Race Car Driver Charlie Kimball
(continued from pg. 7)

Last year, he approached Novo Nordisk about
becoming a sponsor and the company has had its
APIS bull, Levemir® and NovoLog® logos on his
fire suit, and helmet since April 2009 and on the
car since May 2009. Since the partnership began,
Kimball has done a series of speaking
engagements across the country talking about
pursuing his passion and diabetes management.
"Charlie is an inspiration to anyone with
diabetes," said Craig DeLarge, associate director
of e-Marketing at Novo Nordisk. "We hope that by
providing Charlie an interactive platform to share
his message, we can motivate patients and
healthcare providers to learn more about ways to
dialogue about health care."
Novo Nordisk and Charlie Kimball are committed
to ensuring compliance with all laws and
regulations, including the PhRMA organization
guidance on direct to consumer advertising.
Important safety information about Levemir®
and NovoLog® is located on the left side of the
"Race with Insulin" home page. Whenever
Kimball discusses either Levemir® or NovoLog®,
he will include the prescribing information in his
tweet to appropriately disclose risk information in
accordance with U.S. Food & Drug Administration
regulations.

reminder ad of any sort—whether in print, TV, Web,
or Twitter—is a form of spam. It’s a commercial
message having very little value for me.
Missed Opportunity to Educate
Aside from the spam issue, the Levemir-branded
Tweet missed an opportunity to educate readers
about Levemir. Instead of linking to the product Web
site, where you can find some useful information, it
links directly to the PDF version of the package insert
(PI), a technical document suitable for physicians but
not for consumers, which comprise most of Kimball's
Twitter followers, none of whom is likely to read the
Tweet or the PI it links to!
Therefore, while the Levemir-branded tweet
represents an FDA-safe approach, I do not agree
that it be a model for other pharmaceutical marketers who want to adopt Twitter as a marketing vehicle.
Continues…
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Further Comments
Many commenters to my Pharma Marketing Post
disagreed with my characterization of this tweet as
spam.
“Reminder ads through Twitter aren't spam,” said
Phil C., “they're just poor marketing that doesn't take
the etiquette of the channel into consideration. On
Twitter, you can simply stop following the creators of
unwanted messages. If the sender is being
persistent, misleading, annoying, fraudulent, etc. the
recipient is in complete control. In those cases,
senders lose their audiences and become irrelevant.”
Nevertheless, Charlie Kimball's tweets on Race with
Insulin would be much more interesting if he stopped
posting about cleaning his race suit, taking Levemir,
etc, and told us a little bit about how he FEELs being
a race car driver with dia-betes, how he deals with
the unique problems his medical condition gives him,
etc. THAT would truly be inspirational!
Looking Forward
The real challenge for pharma marketers is to make
personal connections via social media, not to figure
out how to get around regulations to pro-mote brand
name drugs. So my advice is to put away the
branded hammer and take out the unbranded silk
gloves.
Now that pharmaceutical marketers have examples
of the good, the bad, and the ugly uses of social
media by their colleagues, perhaps they feel more
confident in pursuing their own efforts in this space.
In baseball, one hit out of three at-bats is a great
average, but for marriages and social pharmaceutical
marketing it’s not that good. Hopefully, however, with
a little counseling, the drug industry’s social media
batting average will improve!
Pharma Marketing News
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Response from Ross Fetterolf
Received as comment to blog post.
Your role as pharma marketing pundit and blogger
personality is always appreciated. The lively debates
regarding your posts stimulate and educate, and compel us
to think about what we do and how we do it in a new and
often refreshing light.
Your recent observations regarding Charlie Kimball’s Novo
Nordisk-sponsored tweets are a great case in point. Strong
feelings have already been expressed on both sides of the
issue; seeing as I’m the one responsible for the blog post
that started it all, allow me to chime in on this conversation
for a moment.
First, I strongly believe that Charlie Kimball’s Levemir
branded tweet is far from “sleazy spam” as you assert. The
twelfth tweet of Charlie’s completely transparent “day in the
life” Novo-sponsored Twitter page, the post merely states
that Charlie took his Levemir (much like he announced a
live chat a day before, or tweeted about cleaning his race
suit the day before that). Yes, the post itself is a bit
awkward, but it’s hard to stay colloquial when a regulatory
cloud surrounds this kind of communication; inclusion of
the generic name and link to the PI were necessary for the
tweet to even be possible.
Secondly, as you and most of the visitors to your blog
already understand, social media is a vitally important
channel for pharma, one that is still under-utilized. Our jobs
as pharma marketers is to facilitate its adoption. As Scott
Docherty’s official P&G response to your complaints about
the Asacol network suggests, the gap between idealized
vision and practical execution in the pharma social media
space is inevitable given the current regulatory environment.
Pharma is doing its best; baby steps forward shouldn’t be
shot down because they might appear awkward.
Finally and most importantly, what’s lost in this debate is
the value such a Twitter celebrity spokesperson provides to
the diabetes community. As a professional race car driver
who doesn’t let his diabetes get in the way, Charlie is a
living symbol of how a chronic disease can be managed
effectively. By following his tweets, Charlie’s 125 and
counting followers gain inspiration from a real person with
diabetes, nonetheless living life to the fullest. I’ll continue to
follow his tweets, and applaud Novo for taking this bold
initiative to utilize the capabilities of Twitter to help educate
and motivate those living with diabetes.
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